FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Meet YouTube Stars Stephen Cox & The Good Of The Land’s Justin Mairot, Presented By VMAC
Nanaimo, B.C. — VMAC will be holding a special product release event and networking reception at the 2020
CONEXPO Show in Las Vegas, Nevada. Join the VMAC team and special guests, YouTube influencers Stephen Cox,
and The Good Of The Land’s Justin Mairot, for special product announcements followed by networking and
refreshments. The event will run from 4pm to 6pm on Wednesday, March 11th, 2020, in VMAC’s booth #B8707.
“We’re thrilled to partner with YouTube Stars Stephen Cox, and The Good of The Land’s Justin Mairot,” says
Melissa Vasey, VMAC Digital Marketing Specialist. “With over 410,000 combined followers, it’s a treat to have such
respected and well-liked YouTube personalities as our guests representing VMAC. Stephen and Justin are great fits
to represent the VMAC brand, having personally worked with our products on their various projects.”
Customers, dealers, members of the press, fans and followers are all invited to VMAC’s event to hear about
VMAC’s new products and innovations for 2020. After the announcement guests are invited to stay for networking
and refreshments with the VMAC team and special guests Stephen Cox and Justin Mairot.
“I’ve been a VMAC fan for years, ever since I worked in the oilfield as a mobile heavy equipment fleet mechanic,”
says Stephen Cox. “The partnership with VMAC is a natural fit, and I’m pleased to represent their awesome brand
of air compressors and multi-power systems at CONEXPO. Justin and I look forward to meeting other people in the
industry, hearing their stories, and sharing our first-hand experiences with VMAC products over drinks!”
In addition to VMAC’s product release event and networking reception, Stephen Cox and The Good Of The Land’s
Justin Mairot will be available to meet in the VMAC booth #B8707 Tuesday March 10th, 2pm to 4pm and Thursday
March 12th, 10am to 12 pm.
To RSVP to VMAC’s event visit vmacair.com/conexpo
High resolution images available here.
##
About VMAC
An award-winning organization, VMAC was named one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies and Best
Workplaces™ in Manufacturing for 2019 and is Great Place To Work Certified™. With over 30 years of history, VMAC
is one of the only true air compressor manufacturers in North America. VMAC’s mobile air compressors and multipower systems have earned a reputation for extraordinary design, build quality, durability, and reliability in
extreme conditions among operators and fleet managers worldwide.
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